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Hi everyone
Here we are again and The Bugle is out with another
issue despite these difficult times. We really regret
not publishing a print version but with lockdown
closures both our advertisers and our outlets are
adversely affected.
At least now the Prime Minister has announced a
few dates for getting back to some semblance of
what we used to call ‘normal’.
If that does happen we will be looking at returning to
print for the April edition. That will all depend on the
level of confidence from our advertisers but they are
a pretty resilient and optimistic bunch of people!
Schools opening will get the kids out and meeting
their friends again and having that vital human
interaction that has been denied them for too long.
The magazine is a little smaller this month but with no
activities and events it is little wonder!! We do still
get lots of nice comments about the magazine and
how much folks look forward to receiving it to their
inbox every month!
Next edition April 1st Copy deadline March 18th and
if your business is re-opening - or just if you want to
be part of the first Print Copy for a couple of months
- do get in touch!
Happiness to you all
Anna & Neal

The Bugle Magazine

Get The Bugle delivered on pdf to your inbox every month. Email now! the.buglemag@yahoo.co.uk

NEWS FROM SET BECCLES SCHOOL
SET Beccles School has been busy continuing to
provide structured school days via Remote Learning,
since our return at the start of the year.
Following our normal school timetable is key to
keeping normality to the day for our students,
whether working at home or in school. This includes
having regular tutor contact with all students,
offering them support and identifying the needs of
each and every one of them, to ensure their well-
being is looked after.
We have been amazed by the quality of work sent
in from home by our students, who are really
embracing remote learning.
March 1st each year is when Suffolk County Council
releases the names of our next intake of Year 7
students for September 2021, and we are pleased to
be welcoming new families to the SET Beccles
community.
If you are interested in a place at SET Beccles School
and would like to see how we can make a
difference to your child’s future, email us at:
beccles@seckfordeducation.org.uk
for more information or to register your interest in our
next open event.

Take the risk or lose the chance!
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THE GREAT RESET IS COMING
You will own nothing - you will have no privacy - and you will be happy

I am aware that the Covid 1984 exists but I don’t think the government have for one moment been honest
about any aspect of this thing. By their own admission 99.6% of people make a full recovery from it so why the
heck would you need a vaccination? It just doesn’t add up. We have inflated figures for just about every
graph or chart they produce. Even if a person dies within 28 days of having a positive test for Covid 1984, their
death is listed as Covid 1984 even if they are hit by a bus. The vaccines are trial versions with everyone in the
chain immune from liability if and when people suffer side affects no matter how catastrophic they may turn
out to be and some are. Obviously there are no long term tests to measure any infertility attached to this thing.
So bearing in mind that 99.6% of people make a full recovery from Covid 1984 - is it worth the risks that go
alongside vaccines rushed to market and a massive campaign to get everyone to take it.
And where are the figures for the normal winter flu which has for years seen surges of patients in hospital during
the winter months? Why do our appalling news media (especially the BBC) never ask any really pressing
questions on the science the government is listening to and why do they never ever talk to the plethora of
scientists, epidemiologists and doctors who vehemently disagree with this approach. The fear machine of the
news media has scared the people into believing that a vaccine is the only way they can survive and it has
been extremely successful. First you induce fear, then you offer salvation. That is the way you get every
member of society vaccinated with …something.
But Boris, like Joe Biden and all the other world leaders have another global agenda and it is linked to The
World Economic Forum - never heard of it? You will soon. The World Economic Forum wants to start something
called The Great Reset’ which will change the way we live on Earth. Their next meeting is at Lucerne in
Switzerland in May and that is when (or shortly after) the Great Reset will begin its roll out. That is why Boris will
not end lockdowns until then. He has his paymasters. The tech giants like Amazon, Google, Apple, Facebook
and all the global banks are involved like Gugenheim, JP Morgan Chase and others, along with Bill Gates - he
who wants to vaccinate the world!
If you want to know more about The World Economic Forum and The Global Reset just search on line. If you
want to know more about this mass vaccination go to ‘Brand New Tube’ and listen to Dr Vernon Coleman.
There is another agenda - ‘Covid 19 is just the Trojan Horse that will make it easier for world change’. And that
line wasn’t me talking - it was Klaus Schwab, Chairman of The World Economic Forum. He went on to say he
wanted to ‘redefine what it was to be human’ with implants through skin tattoos and gut bacteria and
implanting virtual memories..Dystopian future? Check it out and decide for yourselves.
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FRIENDS OF FEN PARK Kirkley’s hidden gem
Friends of Fen park are a group of volunteers who help
manage the popular park located in the heart of Kirkley,
Lowestoft.
The Friends group was formed in February 2021 with the aim
of restoring and improving the park both for the community
and the parks wildlife. It has a charming play area for
children of various ages, a sensory garden, and a wild area
with a large pond with several small islands. In the he future
we would like to create nature trails, butterfly areas and a
wildflower garden to attract bees.
The Friends group are hoping that within the coming months,
the 2 resident swans will become parents again to cygnets
as they have done in the previous years. Which along with
the other wildlife bring great joy to the park’s visitors.
If you would like to become part of the Friends group or
volunteer in the park, please contact
Friendsoffenpark@gmail.com or alternatively visit our
Facebook page "Friends of Fen Park, Lowestoft"

Paula, and her husband, Chris, had just finished
tucking their young ones into bed one evening

when they heard crying coming from the children's
room. Rushing in, they found Tommy crying

hysterically. He had accidentally swallowed a 5p
piece and was sure he was going to die.

No amount of talking could change his mind.
+Trying to calm him, Chris palmed a 5p coin that he
happened to have in his pocket and pretended to
remove it from Tommy's ear. Tommy, naturally, was
delighted. In a flash, he snatched it from his father's
hand, swallowed it and said - 'Do it again, Dad!'
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Halesworth Volunteer Centre and Spectra support travel to vaccinations

HVC have been the co-ordinating hub for shopping and prescription deliveries to families, the elderly, and the
vulnerable with a team of cheerful and well organised volunteers during all three lockdowns. In their latest
initiative they are supporting Halesworth Area Community Transport to take vulnerable elderly people with no
vehicle to their vaccinations. HVC have a team of drivers with vehicles, PPE, and excellent sanitation training,
and were able to take those most at risk who couldn’t use the bus.
Following an appeal to local businesses Spectra answered the call for help and have donated funds to take
nearly 70 people to Sole Bay Health Centre.
Emma Healey, the Halesworth Volunteer Centre Manager, explains, ‘We’re so pleased to have the funding
from Spectra. It’s fantastic to have support from a local business and we are really grateful to them for helping
us to support HACT.’
Joe Maynard, CEO at Spectra, said, ‘Local services are the lifeblood of our community. We understand the
important role they play because they have proved invaluable to many family members and friends of staff at
Spectra. As a local company,we are truly honoured to help in any way we can and applaud the fantastic
work by Halesworth Volunteer Centre.’
HVC are currently shopping for 44 households in Halesworth and the surrounding rural communities. They also
support the local pharmacies and dispensaries by picking up and delivering medication. In January HVC
completed 3500 deliveries of food or medication. Another vital service is providing telephone support to over
60 people who are living alone, a friendly voice to check up on people's health and well-being and make sure
that people are not finding the latest lockdown too isolating and overwhelming.
HVC has also co-ordinated regular deliveries of cakes and treats to people who live alone.
If you need support or can help HVC, please get in touch. Halesworth Volunteer Centre 01986 875600

Halesworth Volunteer Centre

“I'm selfish, impatient and a little insecure. I make
mistakes, I am out of control and at times hard to
handle. But if you can't handle me at my worst,
then you sure as hell don't deserve me at my

best.” ― Marilyn Monroe

“Who are you to judge the life I live?
I know I'm not perfect -and I don't live to be-

but before you start pointing fingers...make sure
your hands are clean!” ― Bob Marley
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“If a man is as wise as a serpent, he can afford to be as harmless as a dove.” – Cheyenne

Since before COVID19 local clubs in most cases were struggling to attract new
members. The Probus Club I belong to over years has gradually seen a drop in
numbers. The first reason given is always is we live in a changing world e.g. Computers
and to a degree this is correct. However there are other reasons, consider the amount
of people who live alone who have very little interaction with other people and
especially now during the last year. Again there are many reasons why people do not
join clubs, some reasons are apathy, lack of confidence and the perception given by
the types of clubs there are.

I can only speak personally of my experiences, clubs are a part of the British culture and need to be kept
going so be it difficult to attract new members. Clubs need to adapt and embrace new technology. Age
needs to play no part in putting off people from joining clubs, e.g. Probus Global offers people free
presentations from members all over the world and newsletters etc.
My message to everyone is, do not be put off by your perceptions of joining a Club, its nothing to do with
age/background, you will find very like minded people with a vast amount of knowledge and experiences
that we can learn from, plus you will in most cases have the opportunity to receive Talks from an array of
people.
If any one is interested in joining a Probus Club they are quite welcome to email me at
rogerwoodard@icloud.com.

Remember
when life
was fun??
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The Cut Arts Centre in Halesworth has successfully fundraised
£16,000 for new streaming equipment and training, and
resource for a visual art project with grants from the East
Suffolk Communities Bounce Back Fund and Arts Council
England (ACE).
The Cut Digital Archive will be an online resource for The Cut
audiences to engage with the gallery spaces and artists in
the region during times when they can’t visit The Cut, or the
building is closed.
Over 200 artists have shown at The Cut and there have been
15 group shows since 2003. Not all of them have adequate
archiving. The Cut hope to develop and produce a
comprehensive archive and build on it with the continual
addition of upcoming artists and exhibitions. The Cut will
acquire images, articles and publications of previous exhibitions, to create an online digital archive.
Ten local artists will be invited for online interviews and live streamed tours of their studios. These will sit on The
Cut website with provision within the ACE funding to upgrade the site. Artists Gina Medcalf, Mary Webb, Coco
Crampton, Fabian Peake, Charles Hewlings, and Johann Don-Daniel are confirmed for the project along with
Bill Jackson, the last artist to exhibit at The Cut before Lockdown 3.
Kasia Posen, local artist and lead on the project said, ‘It will be exciting to begin collating an accessible record
of the exhibitions that have taken place at The Cut over the years, and also have the chance to explore past
and present exhibitors current studio practice through our online interviews and studio tours.
The Bounce Back Fund also provides training for The Cut staff and volunteers and it’s hoped that the camera
equipment will allow live events to be streamed to people that feel uncomfortable with indoor events or those
that can’t attend.
The Cut has curated 3 online exhibitions since the first lockdown, with the latest, Figuratively Speaking, online
now and the fourth, A Sense of Place, online end of February.
www.newcut.org/exhibitions PIC: Malt Room The Cut

THE CUT Arts Centre, Halesworth
The Cut Digital Archive - Arts Council England and Bounce Back Funding.
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“Don’t be afraid to cry. It will free your mind of sorrowful thoughts.” – Hopi Indian Tribe

Every successful person has dreamed of it at some time!

Television today
With lockdown the TV companies have a captive
audience but they have been unbelievably lazy with
their programming. I mean, how many times do
people want to watch The Inbetweeners or Skyfall or
blinking Spectre? Film 4 and others are being totally
stupid continually running old and obscure westerns
rather than the older classic pictures from even a few
years ago - let alone those of the 60s, 70s 80s and 90s.
How about titles like Wait Until dark, starring Sean
Connery & Audrey Hepburn. The brilliant Burnt
Offerings, a horror from the 70s - or Taxi Driver, The
Little Girl Who Lives Down The Lane, The Wicker Man,
Deer hunter, Clint Eastwood’s brilliant ‘Play Misty For
Me’ Charles Bronson in ‘St Ives’. Then there are
classics like ‘Sleuth’ ‘Don’t Look Now’ ‘Annie Hall’
and so many more. I don’t know whether they think
that they have a captive audience so why bother -
or they are just filling schedules with anything cheap -
or both. Whatever it is - it stinks.

Divorce Housework
A Beĳing divorce court has ordered a man to
compensate his wife for the housework she did
during their marriage, in a landmark ruling. The
woman will receive 50,000 yuan (£5,460) for five years
of unpaid labour. That seems a little derisory to me.
I am sure that it should be worth far more than that.
If there were just the two of them then the payout
should be less than if they had a few rugrats to look
after but whichever way you look at this one the
payout did not reflect the work involved, even if it
was just the two of them. Unless he was divorcing her
for taking a lover - she obviously had spare time on
her hands - but if he was having an affair then she
should get extra just for being betrayed.
Oh I am opening a can of worms here!! Think I’ll stop.

Heathrow is Back To The 70s
Heathrow airport has posted a £2million loss for the
last financial year due to Covid 19. It says that levels

of travel are at 1970s level. Well all I can say is that
that is a good thing all round. It is good for the
planet as far as pollution is concerned. It could be
good to help bolster British holiday destinations -
rather than giving Europe and other places the
money. Aircraft pollution in this day and age needs
curtailing significantly and if more people are staying
in the UK then that is fabulous.
Of course we must also consider those booking
foreign holidays now and all because Boris has said
that may be ok by June. He is though, just as likely to
change his mind (he has a habit of doing that). Then
we will get the whinging and whining from all the
fools who jumped the gun and booked before they
knew for sure. Why do these people do it to
themselves? Just have a holiday in the UK this year, it
isn’t rocket science.

Fly Tipping
They say there has been a real increase in fly tipping
since Covid 19 started but I don’t think Covid has got
anything to do with it. It used to be that when you
bought a new washing machine, cooker, mattress,
three piece suite etc, that the supplier would dispose
of the old one for you - not so anymore. Now there
can be quite a fee involved with taking away any
old gear. Perhaps we should all ask the question of
suppliers ‘Will you take away the old one?’ And
negotiate the removal or say ‘no deal’.
Of course since Covid, disposal areas are either
closed or you have to book a time slot, and even hire
a van or truck if the item(s) are heavy and/or large,
so it can be an expensive exercise to get rid of your
unwanted items. So, a few irresponsible people just
dump their shyte on the side of the road or in a field
or meadow. Then the council have to send out two
men and a truck to clear it all up. Fly tipping is crime
against nature and should carry heavy penalties.

So what else is new?
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March 1941 proved to be another grim month for
Lowestoft. Despite the town's defences being
bolstered by the arrival of 40mm Bofors Light AA guns
and further Light AA weapons now coordinated by a
Gun Control Room, the Luftwaffe did not seem
deterred.
6 March saw widespread activity by sneak raiders.
Two accounts written about the attack this date stick
in my mind, one by a soldier home on leave and
bussing from Kessingland into Lowestoft. He wrote
that the explosions of bombs in the distance
reverberated "like the sound of a heavy oak door
slamming shut in an empty mansion", that people on
the bus glanced nervously over their shoulders at the
sky, knowing that the low cloud conditions prevalent
that day were those favoured by the enemy raiders.
He wrote that on arrival, the streets in Clapham
Road and Gordon Road were strewn with broken
glass, but that people went about their business. The
second account was from a young St John's First
Aider who found himself running up Clapham Road
against the wishes of an ARP Warden when he was
knocked flat and covered by dust and debris from a
nearby bomb explosion. "You're alright. Get your kit
and follow me" a senior colleague told him as he was
helped to his feet.
Most of the damage that day occurred at 12.43 pm
as a Dornier 17Z roared in through mist and light rain
from the NE and unloaded its 19 x 50 kg HE bombs as
the ground defences opened up. The bombs fell in a
line from North Denes, across Milton Road, County
Villas Passage, and across Gordon Road into
Clapham Road. The Technical School had already
been damaged in the town's first daylight raid of the
war on 3 July 1940. Now one bomb destroyed bike
sheds and outbuildings, two scored direct hits which
partly demolished the school, and a further two
bombs hit the centre and porch of the beautiful Free
Carnegie Library in Clapham Road, demolishing it
and an adjoining house. Three people were killed an
a fourth reported missing was later found under the
rubble of the library. I was told by one of her relatives
several years ago she went back into the building to
assist an elderly lady. It was of little consolation that
three of the bombs dropped failed to explode. Four
people were killed and 22, including two servicemen,
were injured.
Later the same day 12 bombs were dropped in the
sea off Ness Point and at 4.12 pm a final attack could
have had serious consequences for the LNER service
had not all 10 x 50 kg HE bombs dropped near the
Iron Bridge between Denmark Road and
Commercial Road failed to explode. The last bomb
was found embedded in the deck of HMT Evesham
The Royal Engineers dealt with the UXBs (Unexploded
Bombs) on land but the Royal Navy insisted on
defuzing the one on their vessel before handing to
the Army for disposal. Serious disruption to trains
would inevitably have resulted if all the bombs had
detonated as six had landed on railway lines.

Two days later some retribution was seen to be
exacted in the skies over the town. At 11.16 am on 8
March, just as two Spitfires from No.222 Squadron had
arrived at their patrol line between Lowestoft and
Clacton, a Ju 88 dived through the clouds behind
them, passed between the two fighters and
descended towards Lowestoft intent on bombing
shipping in the inner harbour. As it approached Lake
Lothing a mixed bomb load of HE and incendiary
bombs tumbled out. Four Council houses on the new
Whitton Estate in Notley Road were demolished by a
direct hit, another bomb fell near Colville House, and
two more exploded harmlessly in the water of Lake
Lothing. On the N side the remaining bombs caused
more inconvenience than damage. An outside
lavatory and a cowshed were destroyed. Railway
telegraph wires and some broken windows in
Normanston drive were the only other damage
reported. Sixteen people were injured but there were
no fatalities. Then came the reckoning. As it was a
Saturday morning many people remembered seeing
the events that unfolded overhead. Turning east the
Ju 88 began to climb as it made for the coast.
"Strong" AA fire was put up by the ground defences
and people not sheltering cheered and shouted as
the two Spitfires came diving down onto the tail of
the fleeing raider. P/O Klee and Sgt Marland flew
through the same barrage of Light AA gunfire aimed
at the Ju 88, Klee later describing the pursuit over
Lowestoft as "Decidedly unpleasant as shells were
bursting all around us" Minutes later the Ju 88, from
Luftwaffe unit 4/KG.30 was sent crashing into the sea
in flames 6 miles off Ness Point. There were no
survivors. Sadly, P/O Klee was killed two months later.
Ironically, his Spitfire was shot down during a night
patrol over Cambridgeshire by a Ju 88 night-fighter
intruder.
There would be many more months of raiding and
the daylight hit-and-run attacks would continue right
up until 1943. Our task today is to ensure that those
events, and the people who lost their lives in them
are not forgotten.

Pic: Technical and Art School, Gordon Road
Lowestoft, 6 March 1941
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“Do not judge your neighbour until you walk two moons in his moccasins.” – Cheyenne

Remembering Sue Barnard with Bob Collis

On the very same day that the legendary Captain Sir Tom Moore
died, Tues 2 February, I was extremely saddened to hear of the
passing of another prime mover in the local heritage movement in
Waveney, Sue Barnard. Sue had been suffering from health problems
for some time, although she always played these down or even made
light of them. I hope that this little heartfelt tribute will allow a wider
audience aware of the things she did
My first impression of Sue Barnard was that she was slightly "scatty" But
make no mistake about it, our town has lost a wonderful character in
Sue. Whether on Lowestoft Town Council or on the steering
committees of a whole raft of local heritage or community groups,
she was a major player.
In an age when things easily get lost in translation on social media,
and where there are many autocratic, larger-than-life personalities in
the arena, Sue was both moderator, mediator and more importantly,
a friend, to all. She could mock anybody (especially herself) without
causing offence. Sue was the sort of person who quickly earned
respect without being assertive or dominant. When she contacted
Ivan Bunn and myself about the "Lest We forget" film, we needed no
second request. Behind the eccentric demeanour was a lady with
remarkable intellect. Both LTC, the heritage movement, and the
communities in this part of Suffolk and indeed, further afield, have lost
a true and trusted friend.
Sue always had a smile on her face. She even apologised for smiling
on this picture, owing to the solemnity of the location and context. I
have retained it for this little eulogy though, quite simply because that
is how I will remember her.
Blue skies, Sue.

In all of your life - never forget anything that makes you smile
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“Be grateful for what you already have while you pursue your goals. If you aren’t grateful for what
you already have, what makes you think you would be happy with more?”

Roy T. Bennett, The Light in the Heart

Spring is in the air! Can you feel it? With spring, comes
a sense of renewal and new starts, and if anyone
needs a fresh start, it's our small business community.
It's been a tough, tough year, there is no avoiding
that fact, but every bad time comes to an end and I
think we can see better times coming.
It's perfectly normal for to have the blues when

you’re a small business trying to hold on against the
tide and I don't know about you, but the more time I
have, the less I get done. If your small shop or
business has been shuttered during lockdown, I'm
sure there were tasks and projects that you meant to
do, but now that lockdown's end is in sight...have you
done them?
Take a few minutes today and look at your shuttered
business with a critical eye and think about what you
need to do to be ready for customers to come back
inside.
Does your business need a good clean and tidy? Is

your store looking tired and abandoned after being
closed for months and weathering the winter? You
might not be open for customers now, but they still
walk by your place. Does it look sad or will they think
"I hope they open up soon!" Be critical and honest
when you look at your shop windows and displays.

Are your books and paperwork caught up?
Restocking orders prepared and ready to go? No, it
never is, but take some of this down time and get
ahead of the boring stuff.
Does your staff need any training or refreshers?

How is their mental health and readiness to come
back to work? How is YOURS!! Personal and
excellent customer service is what online can't
offer...are you and your staff enthusiastic about
meeting and greeting and ready to outshine
Amazon
The last thing you need is to get the word to open up
and you find out your stock is late coming in or that
key employee has moved on and forgotten to tell
you. Think ahead and use this down time to prep.
Entrepreneurs are the most optimistic people out

there. We have to be! Through no fault of our own,
this has been a tough year but now we can look
ahead. Our families, our employees, and our town
depend on small businesses like ours so let's harness
that optimism and "can do" spirit and keep moving
forward. Now is not the time to give in to the winter
blahs, not when we have so much to look forward
to. Spring is in the air!

GETTING READY FOR BUSINESS!
with Alice Taylor - Historian & Lowestoft Town Councillor
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Dear Bugle
Am I the only member of the older generation
finding younger generations less courteous?
I ask as whenever my wife and I are out walking we
endeavour to say “hello” or something similar to
each and everyone we meet which quite often
gains a response of some sort. However, we notice
that youngsters of all ages generally totally ignore us
and often even after repeating ourselves receive no
response. Quite often a glare! Rarely when we do
get a smile or even a similar response we are
overjoyed. And surprised!
Recently I had the uncomfortable situation of
clearing an elderly war veteran friends house and
amongst the paperwork came across the attached
which were from the school days of the deceased
father, himself a WW1 veteran of the Somme, which
really intrigued me. Regretfully this subject is no
longer in the educational curriculum either at school
nor at home by our estimation.
Not too long ago we had visiting relations from the
North East and one of the children of around 10
years of age asked me if I knew a person I said hello
to on a local walk. When I said no I didn’t, I was
asked why would I want to say hello to a stranger.
That said it all for me.
Growing ancient is advantageous when it comes to
receiving the Covid vaccine but not so thrilling
seeing all such standards as those mentioned
disappearing. The times they are a changing!
Yours sincerely Terry Winter

Dear Bugle
What is wrong with our population today? Are we
that scared of Covid 1984 that we dare not even
drive our cars without wearing that horrible face
muzzle? I understand having to wear them in shops
to an extent, although it seems silly to me that a
person behind a perspex screen should still handle
all our pieces of shopping and then we pick them
up again and pop them in our bags!
But really - I have seen people in cars with a muzzle
on whether or not they are alone - crazy!
There is legitimate science which states that you
should not wear a face mask because you are
breathing back into your system everything that your
body has already decided to exhale (get rid of) and
that it can cause viral pneumonia which is just plain
nasty in its own right.
The people who are vaccinated now appear to
think that they are fireproof and I have heard of
people going straight out to visit relatives. The
thinking seems to be that they cannot catch it or
pass it on once they have had the jab but the
reverse is true according to the tv news.
I wonder whether, in the years to come, we will look
back on 2020 and 2021 with horror at they way we
willingly gave up our rights and freedoms - I don’t
think we will ever get them back in full
Name & Address supplied
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“One does not sell the land people walk on.” – Crazy Horse

Halesworth Dementia
Carers Fund

Our respite care service continues to offer some
respite for family carers looking after loved ones
with dementia during the current lockdown. This
service is much needed to enable a family carer to
be able to have a much needed break from their
24 hour responsibility.
Many enjoy this visit from specially trained
dementia support workers who have a particular
interest in caring for someone with dementia. With
some, the dementia support worker undertakes
different activities with them. Art and craft work,
jigsaws, music, dominoes or just sitting with them
and having a friendly chat. This enables the family
carer to have a walk, read a book, listen to music,
do the shopping, or just have some “me” time –
knowing their loved one is in good hands.
We have been providing this service now for over 6
years. Over that time we have provided 13,182
hours of care at a cost of £216,351.50 – which is
amazing. This year (1st May 2020 – 8th February 2021)
we have already provided 1127 hours of respite
care, costing £20, 926.
Your support to enable us to continue this vital
service is really appreciated, along with the grants
that we apply for and donations we have
received. With us unable to fund raise this year due
to the pandemic our income is considerably down
– please consider a donation to the charity.
Music Sessions.
Under the expert leadership of Helen Hayes we
recently held a Zoom music session for people
affected by dementia and their carers. The session
was much enjoyed by all who took part. Our aim is
to repeat these sessions in the months to come.
As well as Helen, thanks are due to the H.D.C.F., our
local Alzheimer’s Society support worker and Suffolk
Community Foundation for their support in making
these sessions possible.

For more information about Halesworth Dementia
Carers’ Fund please visit
www.halesworthdementia-cf.com or contact us on
information.hdcf@btinternet.com

Just for fun - no prizes!
Email us: the.buglmag@yahoo.co.uk

Mystery Picture
Competition!

Can you name this mill
and where it once stood?

VERSUS ARTHRITIS
ON-LINE SESSIONS

Versus Arthritis are organising some free physical
activity online sessions which will be run by Suffolk
based Physiotherapist Places are available for
people with arthritis who live in Suffolk and places
will be available on a first come first enrolled basis .
To get the best benefit of these sessions people will
need to be able to join an online meeting with a
video facility. There will be ten weekly sessions
starting on Friday February 26th at 12 noon,
For further details and to book a place please
contact c.preston@versusarthritis.org
or telephone 078344 18472
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Suffolk Mumpreneurs Reveal Lock-Down Born Business!

Neal Sutton. Empath Insights
Videos on You Tube & at www.nealsutton.co.uk

Upcoming videos: Borley Rectory, a true story • Covid 1984 • Healing with Herbs

Thea Evans and Denise Milner used their time
during lockdown to take a leap of faith and
launch their online business My Rockabye, an
online marketplace that brings together a whole
host of independent brands selling items for
babies, toddlers and growing kids, despite
growing uncertainty in the economy.
The two Suffolk-born mums’ have been
developing the idea for some time now, but with
Denise being furloughed from her full time job
and Thea welcoming her second child, it
presented a unique opportunity for their
emerging business.
The childhood friends, who grew up in Halesworth,
Suffolk, went their separate ways after high
school, but always kept in touch. Denise spent
two years in Singapore, whilst Thea stayed local.

Ironically, they both ended up in recruitment, just miles apart.
The concept was founded by Thea, although she emphasises it is Denise’s skillset and
sales experience that brings My Rockabye to life. And, after months in the making, they
launched their new business and exited the corporate world for good.
My Rockabye is an online marketplace similar to the likes of Esty and Not on the High
Street, but they only partner with independent baby and children’s brands.
“I decided I wanted to start a marketplace years ago, then life took over and the idea
was put on the backburner.”
“Years later, after my first son was born, it seemed there wasn’t a go-to place online for all the wonderful
brands I had unearthed when I was dressing my first born.”
“Then, Denise and I chatted one day, and we decided to work together on something creative. Neither of us
had felt fulfilled in corporate jobs, and although parenthood was rewarding, the desire to create our own
business still burned strongly. So, the partnership was the natural next step, like a jigsaw fitting into place,”
Evans explained.
There is real enthusiasm amongst millennial mums to be their own boss to ensure they can achieve the all-
important work-life balance, while still generating an income to support their growing family. Denise is mum to
two girls and Thea has two boys; between them the pair have consumer experience across the board.
“We are lucky enough to have an amazing selection of brands to launch with. These range from weening
equipment to personalised and handmade clothing, to more established luxury brands. We also have a few
unique brands that offer more specialist products,” comments Milner.
With the closure of many high street stores, the duo are proud to back the ‘small shop’ movement, building a
community of small business that provide an alternative to mainstream children’s brands. With the recent shift
in consumer buying, pushing more businesses online, both Denise and Thea are confident that through social
media, influencers and a deep knowledge of digital marketing they will see their business flourish.
You can shop MyRockabye here > www.myrockabye.co.uk Find them on Facebook My Rockabye.
Instagram – www.instagram.com/my_rockabye
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